3 SECRETS
TO SUCCESS
BUILDING A GREAT STORY-DANCE

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS THIS DOCUMENT
AND HOW TO USE IT

This is a best practice guide for schools in the
planning and pre-production phases of
creating their Story-Dance. You can edit this
document using a pdf reader to save printing
and easily share your ongoing plan with your
Wakakirri teacher colleagues.
The Three Secrets to Success will help your
school map out a plan to successfully produce
a Story-Dance in 10-12 weeks that provides
students with a rich and valuable learning
experience and meets the high expectations of
your school community,
Whether this is your first or fourteenth
Wakakirri, this document can guide your
process and make creating your Wakakirri
Story-Dance a more enjoyable and rewarding
process for everyone involved.
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INTRODUCTION
THE 3 STEPS
There are three basic steps to creating a Story-Dance. These can be used to tell any
story, from a minimalist 'schoolyard story' up to an all-out 'blockbuster' production. As
you complete this document, you'll walk through each step.

1
2
3

AUDIT
What resources do you and your school have?
How can these be utilised?

STORY
What kind of story can be made using the resources you have?
How can the story be simplified and refined?

SCHEDULE
How will you accomplish the process of building your story? What
needs to be done at every step?
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STEP 1:AUDIT
RESOURCES
What resources do I have and what do I need?
There are a few steps to take before locking in a story. These steps are the best practice for creating an
effective Wakakirri story. This is where you will understand what tools (props, costumes, teacher support
etc.) you have to work with.
Mixed

How many students are
(or do you plan on)
participating?

Will the students be in
one grade or mixed grades?

Yes
Will you hold auditions?
No

How many teachers
will be involved in the
process?

One Grade

How many students
will you recruit as
backstage helpers?

Do you have parent
support? How many
parents can help?

List the skills of teachers and parents who can be
involved. e.g. choreography, set creation, sewing,
costumes, show day support.

How many rehearsals
do you want to have
each week?

What day/s and
time/s will rehearsals
run?

Who will run the
rehearsals /
choreograph?
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How many weeks of
rehearsals will you
have total?

Do you need extra
rehearsals the week
before performance day?

Where will rehearsals
run? Do you need to book
the space in advance? Is
it an all-weather option?
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STEP 1: AUDIT
PROPS & COSTUMES

1

Brainstorm props and
costumes that already exist
in the school and can be
reused or repurposed.

GAPS

Make a list of everything
you already have. e g.
20 blue scarfs
5 black T-shirts
3 tree cut-outs.

BRAINSTORM

STOCKTAKE

Props and costumes require a lot of
time. Who is in charge of this and how
much time will they realistically have?

Can you borrow props or
costumes from another
school or community group?
What are they?

Identify any gaps between what you
have and what you think you will need.
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STEP 2: STORY
THE BASICS

2

Make sure your story has a storyline! a beginning, middle and end!
This idea sounds simple but you would be surprised how many people think a ‘theme’ is the same
as a story. It’s not! A story is progressive and has a clear beginning, middle and end (orientation,
complication and resolution).
The description of your Wakakirri Performance should be able to be explained in three basic
sentences - if you can do this, it means you have a simple enough story to grow your Wakakirri
Performance. If you find yourself needing more to answer this section, it’s likely your story won’t
translate very well to stage. Go back to the team and re-structure the plan so you can explain it to
anyone in three simple lines.

RETELL
story

Uses an already existing story from a book, movie, fairytale etc. It means you borrow
the ingredients of the wonderful, memorable and relevant stories readily available in
the library and classroom. These are often stories students already know and are the
“Here’s one I prepared earlier” version. Familiar, accessible, pre-cooked story.

REFRESH
story

Based on changing the ending or a part of a known story. It could be a mix of various
known stories together or simply adding a twist to the structure (like a fractured
fairytale). It’s your own interpretation of an already existing story. Perhaps a not-sohappy-ending, or the content mixed up a little, these Wakakirri performances often
incorporate a humorous element or unexpected resolution.

ORIGINAL
story

When the ideas, the events and characters of a story are all created from the creative
minds of your students and Wakakirri team. This recipe allows themes, personal
stories, relatable topics, own interpretations and the world of fiction to come to life.

BIOGRAPHY
story

Focuses on an historical person, group of people or event that has actually occurred.
It allows for the students to share their interpretation and understandings and can
easily integrate your Wakakirri performance into your school’s current curriculum,
scope and sequence.

THEME
BASED
story

May have a topic as its focus (i.e around the world, in the ocean, reminiscing through
the ages etc). Themes or emotions such as humour, loss, joy etc. May be explored or
represented throughout these stories. These performances are at risk of not having a
story structure in them, so be sure to build in a clear storyline, something that
happens.
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STEP 2: STORY
CHOOSING A STORY

2

BRAINSTORM

Here are some questions to consider when choosing a story that can save you time and make
your job easier.
Brainstorm stories that can be told with
costumes and props your school already has.

Brainstorm stories that don't require costumes.
I.e. characters wear normal clothes or school
uniforms.

Think of 'School Yard' stories that allow
students to use items or simple costumes from
home. I.e. 1st day of school, a day in the life...,
playground rules, finding friends, etc.

Consider telling a story that gives all students as
much stage time as possible. It makes rehearsals
easier when students have something to do and it
makes parents happier.

We don't want to discourage you from choosing a story
that requires making costumes & props from scratch, but
if you do, realistically estimate how much time this will
take.
Want to tick a few boxes for your Principal and the Curriculum?

Does your school have a theme this year? Could
you base your story on that?

Can your story be inspired by or enrich an area of
learning in the classroom?

Is there a local issue or history you can explore? How
can you use your story as a way to engage with the
school community? e.g. a reconciliation story.
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2

STEP 2: STORY
STUDENT ACTIVITY
Take a well known story and break it into three simple sentences. Start with Goldilocks and the Three
Bears. You can use a picture book or give students a body of text and ask them to break it into its
beginning, middle and end.

STORY: Goldilocks and the Three Bears
ORIENTATION [BEGINNING]

COMPLICATION [MIDDLE]

RESOLUTION [END]

WHO. WHERE, WHEN

WHAT HAPPENED?

HOW DID IT END?

In the beginning... a family of

The problem that occurs is..

In the end... the bears return

bears goes out for a walk while their
hot porridge cools down.

while they’re out, a little girl visits
and trys out different things in their
house, she even falls asleep in baby
bear's bed!

home and surprise the little girl
asleep in their house which makes
her run away.

STORY:
ORIENTATION [BEGINNING]

COMPLICATION [MIDDLE]

RESOLUTION [END]

WHO. WHERE, WHEN

WHAT HAPPENED?

HOW DID IT END?

In the beginning...

The problem that occurs is..
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In the end...
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STEP 2: STORY
STORYBOARDING

Break your story into scenes.
1. Fill-in approximately 12 squares with words (and pictures) that outline each step of your story.
Include any stage directions you can think of.
2. Make a note of who will be in each scene and what props and costumes are needed.
3. Make notes about what music will be used in each scene.
4. Take a moment and ask yourself if what you have just written down is achievable. Who will
make all those costumes? Props? Sets? Run rehearsals? Now is the time to make changes and
make your life easier!

STORY: Beachy, not so peachy.
1

A family are packing their
car with beach gear. It's a
hot day.

5

A lifeguard (Upstage) flags
and calls for the child to
come back, but they ignore
them.

9

The family unfreezes and
notices the child is missing
just as the lifeguard
springs into action.

2

The family travels in their
car.

3

The family arrives at the
beach.

4

Family set up on the sand
(Stage Left). One child
drops his bucket and towel
and heads straight to the
water (Stage Right)

6

7

8

The family (Stage Left)
don't notice because
they're still struggling with
an umbrella.

The child swims deeper into
the water (Stage Right).
The family scene is frozen
(Stage Left)

The child starts to struggle,
he's clearly caught in a rip.
The family are still frozen.

10

11

12

The lifeguard returns from
the water...alone.

The family parts ways for
the lifeguard as they hold
their faces in their hands.

The lifeguard enters the
water (Stage Left) The
family wait nearby
(Upstage) with their back
to the audience. The scene
feels still and tense.
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2

STEP 2: STORY
STORYBOARD TEMPLATE
STORY:
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

MUSIC PROPS

STORY

MUSIC PROPS

STORY

MUSIC PROPS

STORY

1
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STEP 3: SCHEDULE
THE BASICS
PLAN, PLAN, PLAN!

Once you have created a storyboard, a "rehearsal schedule" can be designed, which
will help you to plan what elements of your story you need to focus on, when to
focus on them and how much time they will require. We recommend you don’t start
rehearsals until you have finished your planning!
Once again it's a chance to make decisions that will make your life easier in the
long run. However if you are running rehearsals before finishing the planning,
involve your students! Get them to storyboard, design what the stage might look
like, what characters should look like, give them a beginning and ask them to add a
complication or an ending for example.
Your Production Schedule should be assessed thoroughly to ensure all contributing
staff agree that it is achievable. If it is deemed unachievable you should assess
Step 2 again. You may need to compromise on the amount of costumes you have
planned to sew, or the amount of new flats you want to create, or even how many
sections of choreography you are planning to include.

WHAT'S YOUR BUDGET?
Everything adds up! After you have completed the following plans (see next page)
you will have an idea of what the total cost will be. Once again this presents an
opportunity to make changes before you committed too far!

MAKE A REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
Break down your story week by week (see example below).

REHEARSAL
CONTENT

SCRIPT
OUTLINE

RESCOURCES
NEEDED

GENERAL
NOTES

Goal of the session
Intro, expectations,
ideas, whole group,
outline of story.

Section of the story
you're working on.
Planning session.

People, things &
space you need to
complete the goal.

General notes
Give students Waka
website details for
them to browse with
family.

Music notes

Make special note of
dates.

If time, brainstorm
relevant tracks to
include.

Open space, butcher
paper, sticky notes,
textas, teachers A +
B, smartboard to
show Waka website,
planned warm-up
activity

Make note of special
needs students any further support
required?
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SOUNDTRACK
NOTES

Check if any students
are experienced with
editing music or know
someone who can.

ADMIN
NOTES

TO DO &
DUE DATES

Admin notes
Distribute consent
forms.

Tasks & deadlines
1: 15th March
Hand out consent
forms & notes to
absent students.

Check registration
is confirmed.
Make notes to call
Waka HQ on any
questions or
anything unclear.

2; Next Week
Make schedule for
next week's rehearsal.
3: 18th March
Write character list &
schedule auditions
/post sign-up
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STEP 3: SCHEDULE
TEMPLATE
WEEK:
REHEARSAL
CONTENT

DATE:
SCRIPT
OUTLINE

WEEK:
REHEARSAL
CONTENT

GENERAL
NOTES

SOUNDTRACK
NOTES

DATE:
SCRIPT
OUTLINE

WEEK:
REHEARSAL
CONTENT

RESCOURCES
NEEDED

TIME:

RESCOURCES
NEEDED

RESCOURCES
NEEDED

TO DO &
DUE DATES

ADMIN
NOTES

TO DO &
DUE DATES

ADMIN
NOTES

TO DO &
DUE DATES

TIME:
GENERAL
NOTES

SOUNDTRACK
NOTES

DATE:
SCRIPT
OUTLINE

ADMIN
NOTES

TIME:
GENERAL
NOTES
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SOUNDTRACK
NOTES
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STEP 3: SCHEDULE
THINGS TO CONSIDER
*1

3

SETS AND PROPS PLAN
What sets & props do
you need? How many?

Who is going to
make/source sets &
props?
When are they being
made / collected /
borrowed?

How much will they
cost?

Can they be reused
in future
productions?

Who’s going to manage
them on stage/move
them around?
(Backstage crew)
*2

How will you get them
to the venue?
Notes;
1. Refer to the rules on the Wakakirri website or School Production manual for restrictions on the
dimensions of sets/props.
2. Props that fit in a station wagon or trailer or on the bus/transport your students are travelling in are better
than having to hire a truck and park it)
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STEP 3: SCHEDULE
THINGS TO CONSIDER

3

COSTUME PLAN
What costumes do you
need? How many of
each?

Who is going to
make/source
costumes?
When are they being
made/collected/borro
wed?

How much will they
cost?

Can they be reused
in future
productions?

MAKEUP & HAIR PLAN
Who is charge of
designing hair and
makeup?

How much will it
cost?

Will you do hair and
makeup at school or
at the venue?
Who will do makeup &
hair on show day? Do
you have parent
helpers?
Who will purchase /
collect / supply
products and
materials?
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STEP 3: SCHEDULE
THINGS TO CONSIDER

3

SOUNDTRACK PLAN
Who is going to
design it?

Who is going to
create/edit it?

LIGHTING PLAN
Who is going to
design it?

Who is going to
create/edit it?

PROJECTION PLAN
Who is going to
design it?

Who is going to
create/edit it?

FILMING / EDITING
Who is going to
design it?

Who is going to
create/edit it?
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HINTS & TIPS

STORY
Keep It Simple! The MOST important thing to remember when creating a story is to
make it; CLEAR, SIMPLE & EASY TO FOLLOW! We recommend having someone who
knows nothing about the story, come in to watch before you perform. Ask them to
give constructive feedback; did They follow your story?
Do not assume the knowledge of your audience or the judges. Even if you are telling
the story of Peter Pan, do not assume everyone knows who the little pirate is that’s
talking to your lead character. You may need to edit, adjust or delete characters in the
story so it makes sense. You MUST make sure it is clear to EVERYONE. Then you’re
good to go!
Can your performance pass this test? If someone walked into your final rehearsal and
watched it without being told about the story and if performers were not wearing
costumes or using props and sets would that person still understand your story?
Don’t be afraid to cut, edit, and shorten. Select key parts and don’t aim for seven
minutes. Aim for six maximum. Remember less is more. Select the “key” parts to the
story you are telling.
Follow the story plan to help make sure you include all parts. Often schools spend
too much time on their orientation and it leaves the conflict and resolution feeling
rushed.
Stories about overcoming obstacles are always a great idea as they allow the
students to relate, spark emotion in the audience and allows for a simple beginning,
middle and end.
If you wish to perform a Story-Dance set in a particular era, this will involve more
costuming and usually a larger budget. We suggest establishing a costume library
first before taking on this type of story.
Avoid lip syncing if there are lyrics in the soundtrack and avoid voice overs. Let the
creative movement do the work. Don’t tell us, show us!
Stories based on units of learning in curriculum are a great way to integrate Wakakirri
and make learning more engaging and fun (for the teachers too!)
Give your students (guided) ownership of the story, character, stage position etc.
When they are invested, the learning and experience is completely enhanced.
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HINTS & TIPS

DESIGN
Don’t forget, the Signature Motif can be used as a prompt to your story idea. This isn't
compulsory, but is open as an option for schools to incorporate into their StoryDance as an extra challenge or an inspiration. Literal, symbolic, metaphorical...be
creative with your interpretations and let your minds run wild!
Get your story right. A Wakakirri Story should be progressive (orientation,
complication, resolution) easy to follow, appropriate, and relevant to the performers.
Creativity and characterisation are important elements of a Wakakirri Story-Dance.
Use a blend of dancing and acting to tell your story. The blend of dancing, creative
movement and acting to tell the story (Story-Dancing) is an important element of a
Wakakirri Story-Dance. Dramatic elements and performance abilities are easier to
teach (and learn) than intricate synchronised dances.
Don’t rely on music, narration or spoken word to tell your story. The story should be
mainly told through Story-Dancing. The soundtrack should enhance the telling of the
story but not be relied upon to tell the story. The music/narration in your performance
should build emotion, add tone and a balance throughout, with smooth transitions,
not relying on lyrics or spoken words to understand the story.
Don’t go overboard with props and costumes. Wakakirri encourages schools to
minimise their environmental footprint when creating props and costumes for their
performance. This means a Story-Dance should have sets, props and costumes that
are supportive of the story, well-utilised and are not gratuitous. Special awards are
available to schools that can demonstrate additional ways they have reduced their
footprint.
Don’t stress about lighting! Think of the lighting design as the description of what you
would like the stage to look and feel like. You don’t need to memorise the technical
terminology, just a simple visual description of each scene in your story is fine. Your
lighting rep should know the story and know what the stage needs to look like. This
rep can be a parent or teacher for the Primary School Challenge. The Secondary
School Challenge requires a student to call the lighting cues.
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WAKAKIRRI WEBSITE
Primary Schools: www.wakakirri.com/primary

FURTHER HELP

Secondary Schools: www.wakakirri.com/secondary
Dance/Community Groups: www.wakakirri.com/dance

SOCIAL MEDIA
Join the Wakakirri Teachers FB Group - @wakateachersforum
Facebook - @wakakirriofficial
Instagram - @wakakirriofficial
Tag us and use #wakakirri on all your wakakirri posts!

TEACHING RESOURCES
There are plenty of resources available for teachers on the Wakakirri website such as
the rules, guidelines, festival awards, information for parents and the school
community, lighting guide and so much more!
Growing Wakakirri Within Your Community
How to Run Rehearsals
Reconciliation Australia School Case Study Video
Reconciliation Australia Best Practice Guides for Culturally-Sensitive stories
To view the full list of resources, click on the relevant link below;
Primary Schools: www.wakakirri.com/primary/#resources
Secondary Schools: www.wakakirri.com/secondary/#resources
Dance/Community Groups: www.wakakirri.com/dance/#resources

CONTACT WAKAKIRRI HEAD OFFICE
02 9669 3777 | wakakirri@wakakirri.com
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